Astro Hoist A1000 & A2000 Air Hoists

Built for durable performance in heavy industrial applications, the Astro Air hoists lift up to 2,000 lbs up to 35 feet per minute. Field tested on dance floors and high capacity special applications, the Astro Air hoist exceeds the performance requirements of the most demanding industrial contractors.

Dependable
The Astro hoist uses a proven “load sensitive” traction principle to provide a smooth and positive climb. An advanced power transmission and simple modular construction to make the Astro an efficient and dependable hoist that is easy to maintain and service. Down time is minimal. The high quality construction is backed by a two year warranty on all mechanical parts.

High Performance
- High Speed: Efficient air flow allows speed up to 35 feet per minute. Saves reeving and climbing time.
- Lightweight and Compact: Fits through 16 inch opening. Easy to transport and install.
- Quadrant Drive: This Swiss precision reducer is efficient, durable, troublefree and fully enclosed. Minimizes power requirements.

Fleet Efficient
- Multiple Wire Rope Sizes: Automatically accepts wire rope diameters from 5/16 inch to 3/8 inch; allows for increased loads and safety factors.
- Modular Construction: Allows for easy gear change to convert between 1,000 and 2,000 lb capacity or more extensive conversion to electric.
- Clean Power Pack Design: Saves bench labor.